Workload classification-the determination of whether a human operator is in a high or low workload state to allow their working environment to be optimized-is an emerging application of passive Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) systems. Practical systems must not only accurately detect the current workload state, but also have good temporal performance: requiring little time to set up and train the classifier, and ensuring that the reported performance level is consistent and predictable over time. This paper investigates the temporal performance of an Artificial Neural Network based classification system. For networks trained on little EEG data good classification accuracies (86%) are achieved over very short time frames, but substantial decreases in accuracy are found as the time gap between the network training and the actual use is increased. Noise-enhanced processing, where artificially generated noise is deliberately added to the testing signals, is investigated as a potential technique to mitigate this degradation without requiring the network to be re-trained using more data. Small stochastic resonance effects are demonstrated whereby the classification process gets better in the presence of more noise. The effect is small and does not eliminate the need for re-training, but it is consistent, and this is the first demonstration of such effects for non-evoked/free-running EEG signals suitable for passive BCI.
INTRODUCTION
Augmented Cognition is a recent research concept focusing on creating the next generation of Human-Computer Interaction devices (Schmorrow and Stanney, 2008) . Closed-loop Brain Computer Interfaces (BCIs) are a classic example of such systems. In these, a human uses a computer whilst simultaneously the computer monitors the human and changes its operation based upon the results. Changes might be made to the outputs presented, to the input streams which are used, or to the levels of automation and assistance that are provided, amongst others. For example, workload monitoring systems aim to detect when an operator is in a high or a low workload state to potentially change the speed at which information is presented. As such the work flow and operating environment can be optimized in a real-time and time-varying manner (Wilson and Russell, 2007) . Alternatively, workload monitoring could be used to enhance human training: the mental load of a new task can be objectively measured and training times increased or decreased to terminate the training only when the task involves a low level of effort (Ayaz et al., 2012) .
Emerging passive BCIs use the spontaneously produced freerunning EEG (electroencephalogram) signals that are naturally present on the scalp due to the normal functioning of the brain without any specific stimuli present or the user consciously controlling their brain activity (Zander and Kothe, 2011) . Workload classification is quickly emerging as a killer app for passive BCI as it is particularly suited to being based upon free-running EEG as opposed to evoked responses. At the extreme fatigue end: sleep onset is characterized in free-running EEG by a reduction in alpha (7-12 Hz) activity, with this being replaced by theta (4-7 Hz) activity (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968) . This has long been used clinically for sleep staging and there are numerous recent papers (see for example Christensen et al., 2012; Dijksterhuis et al., 2013) demonstrating that frequency band changes can be used to identify less extreme changes in vigilance level.
As with many BCI systems the challenge for workload monitors now is in moving out-of-the-lab and into uncontrolled environments which are significantly corrupted by noise, and in creating systems that are reliable, robust and re-usable. For machine learning based systems an essential parameter in this is the training required to set up the classification process. During training, EEG data which is known to arise during a particular workload state is presented to the classifier, which it then uses to learn classification boundaries which can be applied to new EEG data where the workload state is not known. Ideally this classifier generation and training process:
1. Leads to the best classification performance when applied to new EEG data. 2. Requires little training data. 3. Maximizes the time before re-training is required.
Traditionally much focus has been attached to maximizing condition 1, ensuring that the classification system has good generalisability and can be correctly applied to previously unseen data. However, for practical systems this is not the only objective, and conditions 2 and 3 which determine the temporal performance of the system are of critical importance. Recent work (Estepp et al., 2011; Christensen et al., 2012) has suggested that the performance of workload monitors is not constant, instead degrading as the time gap from the training session is increased. (Christensen et al., 2012) showed that some of this performance loss could be recovered by increasing the amount of training data used and including data from multiple EEG sessions: each new EEG session would start with a short new training period to supplement the existing training data that was collected in previous sessions, potentially some time ago.
However, each time the classifier has to be re-trained the user must be placed into a known high or low workload state and new EEG data collected. This requires both a considerable amount of effort, and decreases the time during which the system can be practically used to perform useful classifications. It is thus essential to devise and investigate new techniques that can potentially be used to improve temporal performance without requiring more training sessions to be carried out, and this paper begins this investigation.
This paper presents an Artificial Neural Network based workload classifier for determining operator state from the EEG (Section 2) with its performance evaluated in two novel ways. Firstly, focus is given to the temporal performance of the classification process, quantifying how long a system developed using very little training data can be used before re-training is required (as opposed to maximizing the general performance, condition 1 above). Whilst very good short term performance is obtained, it is verified that the performance does degrade with time.
Secondly, noise-enhanced processing is investigated as a technique to mitigate the change in performance. In this, artificially generated corrupting noise is deliberately added to the otherwise raw EEG input signal to evoke stochastic resonance from the classification process. This is an effect in non-linear processes whereby performance actually gets better in the presence of small amounts of noise (Kay, 2000; Chen et al., 2007) . The method is particularly interesting to explore as noise is widespread in ultra-portable outof-the-lab EEG recordings, and creating algorithms that are firstly robust to the presence of noise and then even enhanced by the presence of noise can completely change how ultra-portable EEG systems are designed.
As an illustration, nearly all modern dry EEG electrodes are based upon having fingers, rather than discs, for easier penetration through the hair, as illustrated in Figure 1 . However, electrode contact noise is a function of the electrode area (Huigen et al., 2002) , and electrode fingering decreases this area. In-depth measurements of dry electrode performance have been presented (Chi et al., 2010; Gandhi et al., 2011; Slater et al., 2012) but most studies report only a correlation coefficient between EEG recorded at nearby locations with wet and dry electrodes. Typical values reported are: >0.93 (Xu et al., 2011) ; 0.89 (Matthews et al., 2007) ; 0.83 (Gargiulo et al., 2008); 0.81-0.98 (IMEC, 2012) ; 0.68-0.90 (Patki et al., 2012) ; 0.39-0.85 (Estepp et al., 2009) . New results in this paper show that even with up to 15 µVrms of artificial noise added to the raw EEG traces, correlations in-line with those reported for dry electrodes are found.
Further, in general electronics there is often a tradeoff between power consumption and the effective noise present (Harrison and Charles, 2003; Xu et al., 2011; Cuadras et al., 2012) . A number of high quality, highly miniaturized wearable EEG units have become commercially in recent years, but with battery lives typically in the 8 h range (Casson, 2013) . This power performance still falls far short of pick up and use devices and substantial improvements in system power consumptions are still required to realize units that can be trusted to be re-usable session after session. If BCI applications can be enhanced by noise the design of ultra-portable EEG systems is completely changed: more noise is now desirable and this potentially allows the use of even smaller electrodes and lower power consumption processing electronics.
A preliminary investigation of using noise-enhancement in workload monitoring was presented in Casson (2013) . However, this was restricted to the investigation of two subjects and the use of a single Artificial Neural Network based algorithm. The results here have been extended to eight subjects and include the use of an array of neural networks to enable collective decision making.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

WORKLOAD TASK AND DATA
In this work scalp EEG data is used to classify an operator as being in either a high or low workload state whilst they are performing a flight simulator task (Comstock and Arnegard, 1992; Miller Jr., 2010) . This task was designed to represent aircraft operations, and particularly those of remote piloting. The data was recorded as part of the 2011 Cognitive State Assessment Competition (Estepp et al., 2011; Christensen et al., 2012) and is publicly available from the competition organizers.
1 It consisted of two EOG channels (vertical and horizontal) and 19 EEG channels in standard [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] Fp2, F7, F3, Fz, F4, F8, T3, T5, C3, Cz, C4, T4, T6, P3, Pz, P4, O1, O2) . All channels used a mastoid reference and ground and a 256 Hz sampling rate. A total of 118 EEG recordings were performed using eight subjects (15 tests in six subjects, 13 tests in two) on five separate days spread over a month. Each recording day consisted of three 15 min EEG sessions, allowing the temporal performance of the workload monitor to be evaluated on a number of scales. Firstly, within each each 15 min session the EEG data can be divided into training and testing periods which are separated in time by seconds or minutes. Recordings on the same day are separated by minutes or hours, while recordings on different days are separated by days and weeks, and up to a month.
The simulator task was set up such that the difficulty varied dynamically in order to induce known high and low workload states in the operator. No measure of task error was present in the publicly available data and instead the user workload is inferred from the set simulator difficulty. A total of 5 min was spent in each state, with at least a 1 min transition present between task segments classed as high and low workload. Here, only the high and low workload monitoring data segments are analyzed, with the transition segments being discarded. All subjects were trained in the operation of the simulator before the workload monitoring experiment was carried out, eliminating learning effects in the operators themselves.
CLASSIFICATION ENGINE
The workload classifier is a feedforward backpropogation Artificial Neural Network (ANN) with five hidden layers (Duda et al., 2001 ). The network is trained on EEG frequency domain information from seven frequency bands: 0-4 Hz, 4-7 Hz, 7-12 Hz, 12-30 Hz, 30-42 Hz, 42-84 Hz, 84-128 Hz; calculated using a 1024 point FFT. This gives a total of 147 input features, and these are generated in 30 s epochs with 25 s overlap such that the assessment of operator state is updated every 5 s. All features are zero mean and unit standard deviation normalized before being passed to the network for classification. The network training used the scaled conjugate gradient backpropagation method and incorporated an early stopping training/validation/testing data split to avoid overfitting. Only 50% of the training vectors in each block of training data were used directly for network training. During network development 10 different networks with random starting weights/biases were used with different random selections of the feature vectors placed in the training sets.
After the classification has been performed, the output of the ANN is a binary state placing the subject into one of the workload categories, with this assigned as the class with the maximum output from the ANN. The classification performance is reported as the percentage of epochs in each testing set which are correctly matched with the known high or low workload in that period in the simulation.
AVERAGE AND TEMPORAL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Multiple trained ANNs are generated and evaluated here to assess the performance of the classification process in three ways: the time independent average performance, the temporal performance, and the temporal performance when noise enhancement techniques are applied. The time independent average performance is found by using a leave-one-out cross validation procedure where all but one of the EEG recordings are used to train the ANN, and the remaining EEG record is used to test the ANN. This process is done on a per-subject basis, and is repeated using all of the different EEG records as the test data. The output is multiple out of sample test performances which are averaged to obtain an overall figure. This is a standard ANN development procedure (Duda et al., 2001 ), but it uses large amounts of training data (approximately 150 min per subject) and it does not maintain the temporal ordering of the EEG recordings. In many instances the training data will come from time points after the test data (the procedure is non-causal) and the overall average figure does not reflect changes in ANN performance over time.
To assess the temporal performance a modified procedure is used, which maintains causality and uses much less training data. Firstly, a unique ANN is generated for each of the 118 EEG sessions using training data from the start of an EEG session. This network is used to monitor the operator workload in the remainder of this session and demonstrates the same session performance when the training and test data segments are very close together in time. The procedure for sub-dividing each EEG session into training/validation data and prospective testing data is illustrated in Figure 2 . Here, the first 20 epochs (125 s duration) from each of the high and low workload periods are used for generating the network. The remainder of the data is used for testing. For the performance evaluation 11 epochs (80 s) of test data are assessed at a time: this vector is then stepped through all of the available test data epochs to show the achieved classification performance as a function of time. These values can then be averaged to produce an overall figure which does reflect changes in ANN performance over time.
The cross session temporal performance is then evaluated by reusing the ANNs trained as above (from a part of one session only) and testing them using EEG data collected in different recording sessions. In this case the test EEG is not split into training/test segments, and is instead all used as test data. Multiple time scales are investigated using different configurations of the available data:
• Time-scale of minutes: the ANN trained on the first recording session on a day is tested using data from the second recording session on that day. This is repeated for all 5 days of recording.
• Time-scale of hours: the ANN trained on the first recording session on a day is tested using data from the last recording session on that day. This is repeated for all 5 days of recording.
• Time-scale of days: the ANN trained on the very first recording session is tested using data from all of the other EEG recording sessions no matter when they were performed, some up to a month later.
All of these networks are kept subject specific, and it can be seen that the testing is purely prospective: data from different sessions is not mixed, testing data can only be from the future compared to training data, and the objective is to use little training data to accurately classify operator states which are significantly removed in time from the training data.
NOISE-ENHANCED PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
To investigate noise-enhanced processing two analyses are carried out here. Firstly, to determine suitable noise levels to inject, a raw recorded EEG trace is compared to the same EEG trace after it has had artificial white Gaussian noise deliberately added to it. The correlation coefficient is then found, allowing a comparison with the correlations found in typical wet vs. dry EEG electrode studies (see discussion in Section 1). The white Gaussian noise is generated in MATLAB using the wgn function with independent noise streams added to each of the EEG channels. For this analysis a single complete 12.5 h EEG recording is used; the previously publicly available data from (De Clercq et al., 2006; Vergult et al., 2007) . This long EEG record is split into multiple shorter duration EEG sections, and the correlation in each section plotted against the duration of the section. This allows the maximum, minimum and median correlation coefficients over time to be found. Secondly, to assess the noise-enhancement, there are numerous different ways in which noise corrupted EEG data can be passed to the ANN in order to optimally evoke stochastic resonance from the classification procedure, and only one approach is evaluated here. In this, illustrated in Figure 3 , 10 identical ANNs are used in parallel each driven by EEG traces which have been corrupted by independent noise sources. The classification process is thus repeated 10 times with the output class being decided by a majority vote (in the case of a tie the output is put into the high workload state). The use of artificial noise thus allows multiple attempts of the classification for each individual EEG epoch, which would normally only be possible once.
This novel testing with noise is employed here to assess the cross session performance. Training with noise is a common technique used to increase the accuracy of Artificial Neural Networks by adding small levels of noise to the training data before training the network (Duda et al., 2001) . (The aim is to do this multiple times and make the available training data more variable and more representative of future unknown data.) However, this is not employed here. The ANNs are created and trained as detailed above for assessing temporal performance, using the raw recorded EEG signals to generate the input features. Artificial noise is only added in during the testing process. To demonstrate that the results are repeatable, multiple-runs of this 10 ANN configuration using independently generated noise cases have been carried out.
RESULTS
AVERAGE AND TEMPORAL PERFORMANCE
Across all subjects the average performance from the leave-oneout cross validation procedure is 73%. The per subject performances are given in Table 1 . This is a satisfactory level showing that the networks can be used for determining the operator state, and this information potentially fed back in order to optimize operating procedures.
The same session temporal performance is shown in Figure 4 . For illustrating the spread of results, Figure 4 breaks down the performance per subject, and plots the mean performance as the time distance between the training and test data is increased. Vertical lines illustrate the distribution of results across the 15 EEG records from each subject (13 in subjects C and D). Combining all of these results together the overall average performance, where all the performances in Figure 4 are averaged to produce a single value for each person and then averaged again across the 8 subjects, is 86%. This is higher than the 73% from the cross-validation results because the ANNs have been trained on only a small amount of data and the ANNs generalize well to new data close in time to this, at the cost of worse performance as the time gap increases. From Figure 4 it is apparent that even over the time span of seconds to minutes the performance is not constant, with noticeable variations present. In subject B the average classification performance gets better over time, but for all of the other subjects there is a decrease in the average performance as the training data becomes increasingly distant in time, with a mean correlation of −0.77. amplitude of the noise introduced the effect on the algorithm detection performance can be investigated. Here the artificial noise source is white, has an instantaneous value v n (t), power spectral density S(f ) and bandwidth of 128 Hz. The impact of extending the time gap to days is shown in the cross session results in Figure 5 which illustrates how well the ANN generated in the very first EEG session can be directly re-used over a long time span. The overall average performance is 57%. To compare this to chance a re-sampling approach has been used where the state classification from the ANN is replaced with that from a random number generator. Random values are drawn from a uniform distribution with it being equally likely to mark an EEG epoch as high or low workload. This artificially generated classification output is then analyzed in exactly the same way as the true ANN output. Simulations over 1000 runs show that the mean performance of this random classifier is 50.0%, and the best chance performance is 52.1%. This indicates that the 57% performance of the ANN is above the chance level, although it is unlikely to be of practical use.
Nevertheless, within this 57% wide per-session performance variances are seen. Many of the records achieve very good classification performances above 70%, even many days after the training session. Similarly, however, many perform at the chance level, and indeed some perform substantially worse than chance such that better classification would be actually obtained by inverting the output of the classification process. From this, it is clear that in some cases it is possible to directly re-use the workload classifier across multiple days, but this must be coupled with a method for assessing whether good classification performance is likely to be obtained.
NOISE-ENHANCED PERFORMANCE
Figure 5 also shows the cross session performance of the ANN array when used with 10 µVrms of artificially generated noise. This result is noise-robust: in the 10 µVrms case the average performance is decreased only to 56%, while with 5 µVrms of added noise it remained at 57%.
To put this noise level in context, Figure 6 shows the correlation coefficients between the 12.5 h raw recorded EEG trace and noise corrupted versions of it, as the coefficient is calculated over different time spans. Coefficients in excess of 0.9 are readily achieved, even in the presence of up to 15 µVrms noise. Partly this is because the underlying correlation present is not accurately estimated when very short sections of data are analyzed. There is a consistent tendency for the median correlation to be underestimated at the cost of much larger variances.
Given this, the array of ANNs was tested using noise levels of 0, 5, 10, and 20 µVrms. The resulting temporal performance is summarized in Figure 7 which demonstrates the average classification performance of the cross session ANNs when all of the possible training/test configurations are used to investigate each time gap. In the no noise case this finds a very similar performance degradation to that in (Christensen et al., 2012 , Figure 6 ). The achieved performance stabilizes over the time frame of hours to 56%, substantially below the starting performance level (86%), with the temporally independent cross validation results (73%) being between the two. Christensen et al. (2012) demonstrated that some of this performance loss could be recovered by re-training the network with a small amount of known workload state data from each new EEG session, but this is undesirable due to the time and effort required. To avoid this process Figure 7 also tests the hypothesis of using noise-enhanced processing as a potential mitigation approach which does not require network re-training. A single noise case run of the parallel ANN configuration is presented in Figure 7 . Apparent is that the 5 and 10 µVrms cases both show small improvements in classification performance over the time span of minutes to hours. Further, all of the noise levels show a reduction in the mean deviation of the performances, showing that the performance is less variable if additional noise is introduced. However, neither of these effects is substantial: the performance improvement in Figure 7 is approximately 0.3%, and the improvement in the results spread is less than 1% in most cases.
A repeated measures ANOVA, with null hypothesis that there is no difference between the mean performances in the noise and no noise cases, rejects the null hypothesis (p = 0.13 for the 5 µVrms, minutes case). This indicates that the mean performance change is not significant. Nevertheless, to demonstrate that the noise-enhancement in Figure 7 (which used a single run of the parallel ANN) is repeatable, 10 independent runs of the parallel ANN configuration have been performed with different input noise signals generated for each run. The performance values in the 5 µVrms of added noise case, when the training and test EEG data sections are minutes apart, are given in Table 2 . This shows that no performance decreases are present. Instead there is a clear and consistent effect of improved performance with the small amount of noise added. Modeling the probability of the noise-enhanced algorithm being better than the no noise one as a Binomial distribution B(10, 0.5) (that is, there is a 50% chance of the noise added case outperforming the no noise case) the probability of all 10 noise added runs having better performance than the no noise one is less than 0.001. Assuming the noise added case is always better, B(10, 1), for the 10 runs performed the 95% confidence intervals go down to p = 0.69 suggesting as a lower bound that the performance is enhanced in approximately 70% of noise cases.
DISCUSSION
This paper has presented a passive BCI based workload classification system investigating two of the most important factors for practical out-of-the-lab systems: the performance variation over time; and the noise robustness of the classification process. Inline with previous work, very good classification performance is achieved using little training data when the time gap between the training data and testing data is small.
AVERAGE AND TEMPORAL PERFORMANCE
The cross validation ANNs, which used all of the possible training data regardless of when it was recorded compared to the test data, achieved an average performance level of 73%. This procedure is a standard approach for obtaining the best generalization performance when applied to new EEG data (maximizing criteria 1 from the introduction). However, it uses large amounts of test data from many different recordings to ensure the training data is as representative as possible. This is because when the training features are all temporally close together there is the potential for specific features, such as eye blinks or changes in muscle tone, to be present in the training sections which are not present in subsequent EEG recording sessions. This affects how Independent, Identically Distributed (IID) the feature vectors are, and places a lot of weight on a single training session to be representative in terms of equipment set up, user familiarity and user neurophysiology. Changes in performance in subsequent test sessions could then be due to a change in the mental status, or due to changes in the feature IID distributions.
It is for this reason that the same session tests, using ANNs trained using just 250 s of data (maximizing condition 2 from the introduction), achieved better performance (86%), but only over the short time frame where the EEG, feature IID distribution, and user mental state in the test period are very similar to that in the training period. As the time gap between the training data and the testing data increased there was a consistent decrease in the classification performance (Figure 4) as the used training EEG becomes less representative of the current testing EEG. This decrease in performance is apparent even over the relatively small time scale of minutes. Over larger time scales, substantial decreases in classification performance are observed with, as would be expected, the performance becoming worse than the 73% achieved when using more temporally spread training data. The average performance leveled off at approximately 57% for prolonged multi-day testing (Figure 7 ) with this degradation occurring over the time frame of hours. This performance level is above chance, but is unlikely to be meaningful for practical use. Moreover, a substantial variance in day-to-day performance was observed ( Figure 5) . On some days the existing neural network could be directly re-applied without further training of the network and very acceptable performances obtained. However, on many days the network achieved poor classification and would not be re-usable.
Only one point in the trade-off between the amount/spread of training data used and the amount/speed of the performance drop off has been investigated in this paper. Classically this trade-off is altered by using more training data: either in advance as in the cross validation approach; or by periodically re-training the network (periodically putting the user in a known workload state to generate new training data). Christensen et al. (2012) estimated that adding in 2.5 min of known workload state data per class was sufficient for re-training. However, generating this data requires time and effort, which places an emphasis on maximizing the time before re-training is required (maximizing condition 3 from the introduction).
NOISE-ENHANCED PROCESSING
Noise-enhanced signal processing is proposed here as an algorithmic method for recovering some of the ANN performance when there is a large time gap between the training and test data sections, and so increasing the time before re-training is required. It has the benefits of not requiring any additional training data to be collected and being transparent to the end user.
Stochastic resonance is a well known but counter-intuitive effect where the performance of a non-linear system actually increases as more noise is present in the system (McDonnell and Abbott, 2009; McDonnell and Ward, 2011) . Noise-resonance is commonly seen in biological systems, including neurons and the brain itself (Wiesenfeld and Moss, 1995; Gluckman, 1996; and Abbott, 2009) and can be used in signal detection (Kay, 2000; Chen et al., 2007) . For example the technique has been used for improving the performance of algorithms for detecting microcalcifications (a key early sign of cancer) in breast mammograms (Peng et al., 2009) , in radar target classification (Jouny, 2010) , and is widely used in chromatography (Zhang et al., 2014) . It has recently been applied to detecting transient signals in the EEG, both evoked and natural (Casson and Rodriguez-Villegas, 2011; Sampanna and Mitaim, 2013) . Given the natural associations between noise and the EEG it is a very relevant technique to attempt to utilize, although it has not previously been applied to free-running EEG, suitable for passive BCI applications.
By using an array of ANNs to perform testing with noise, as a complement to the more common training with noise, Figure 5 shows that the workload classification process over the time span of days is robust to 5 and 10 µVrms of noise being added into the EEG traces. Figure 7 and Table 2 then demonstrate small stochastic resonance effects whereby the classification performance over the time span of minutes was consistently enhanced by the presence of small amounts of noise. To this end, the application of noise-enhancement has been successful, and this paper is the first demonstration of these effects in free-running EEG. However, while consistent, the achieved improvements are less than 1% and far too small to meaningfully eliminate any re-training required to get good multi-day use of the workload classification training with 250 s of data. It is clear that for free-running EEG (unlike evoked and transient EEG, Casson and Rodriguez-Villegas, 2011; Sampanna and Mitaim, 2013 ) the potential stochastic resonance effects are either very small or are not yet being exploited optimally. Only one arrangement for introducing noise has been investigated here, but the process introduces many new degrees of freedom in terms of how much noise is added, its spectral composition and the parallel processing and multiple-runs options that it enables. Noise-enhancement and stochastic resonance effects are only just starting to be exploited in BCI applications, and if further established these new degrees of freedom are potentially highly interesting for re-visiting in other BCI problems where they can be exploited to improve performance.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has investigated the temporal performance of Artificial Neural Networks for operator workload classification. Networks trained using 150 min of EEG data in a leave-one-out cross validation procedure obtained an average classification performance of 73% (Table 1) . In contrast networks trained on only 250 s of EEG data, and so being much quicker to set up, achieved 86% average performance (Figure 4 ) over a short time frame when the test EEG/user state was very similar to the training data. However, these networks do not generalize well (due to changes in the IID distribution of the features, changes in user state, and similar) which leads to a drop off in classification performance as the time gap between the training and testing data increases (Figure 7) . This shows that short training periods can be used with the ANN classifiers, but the classifiers will only work for a short amount of time.
To overcome this, noise-enhanced processing was explored as an algorithmic technique for recovering some of the lost performance, increasing the amount of time that the classifier can work for. Noise-enhanced processing is explored because it is potentially transparent to the end user and has interesting correlates with the design of EEG units/electrodes. The results (Table 2) show that noise enhanced processing has an effect: consistently better performances are obtained; although the current improvements are very small. Nevertheless, the consistent improvement is an interesting result and the first evidence that stochastic resonance effects could be exploited in free-running EEG and passive BCI applications.
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